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cally on his push-off, or lead, leg! 
We asked ourselves the follow-

ing questions. Should the focus of
the conditioning program be to en-
hance the expression of absolute
strength, or should we concen-
trate on enhancing pitching me-
chanics through a more function-
ally oriented approach? Would we
better serve this athlete by dedi-
cating the next 17 weeks to in-
creasing his squat capacity to 300
lbs and his bench press capacity
to 275 lbs, or should we function-
ally strengthen his legs, core, and
hips so that he can better pro-
duce, stabilize, and direct explo-
sive power? Should we pack 10 lbs
of muscle on him over the next 4
months, or should we work on de-
veloping his deceleration capabili-
ties, flexibility, and neuromuscu-
lar efficiency (i.e., efficient kinetic-
chain mechanics)? 

We decided this young man
was strong enough and big
enough for his role as a pitcher.
We took a functional approach to
his training, maintaining his cur-
rent levels of strength while im-
proving his balance and power
transfer. Our main goal was to
close the gap between his already-
respectable absolute strength and

his lackluster functional strength.
We maintained his body mass and
composition and dedicated more
time to dynamic flexibility and ec-
centric control. 

Table 1 is a sample of a single
workout (i.e., a snapshot of a mi-
crocycle) across the various condi-
tioning phases. You will note the
blend of traditional and nontradi-
tional exercises. All acute program
variables were manipulated each
training session, as needed. The
periodization scheme did vary the
number of repetitions to reflect the
focus of the cycle (5–10 repetitions
during general-strength training;
approximately 4–6 repetitions
during special-strength training,
with moderate loads; and approxi-
mately 4–6 repetitions during spe-
cific-strength training, with lighter
loads). The speed of the moves was
as fast as the load would allow:
slower during the general-strength
training phase, faster during the
special-strength training phase,
and fastest during the specific-
strength training phase. The
workouts can be organized in a
circuit fashion for time efficiency.

This integrated and functional
approach provided all of the
strength work this young man

OUR LAST COLUMN EXPLORED
the various types of strengths and
the approaches taken to develop
them. We also asked some funda-
mental questions in an effort to
reevaluate our traditional quest
for this performance quality. This
second part will explore a real case
study in an effort to more clearly
illustrate a more comprehensive
paradigm in strength develop-
ment. 

A young man wanting to pitch
for the minor leagues came to us
with about 17 weeks to get ready
before a showing for a minor-
league scout. He weighed 195 lbs
and was 6-ft, 2-in. tall. His squat
capacity was about 250 lbs, his
bench press capacity was around
215 lbs, and he could do about 8
pull-ups of his own body weight.
He felt his fast ball was his best
pitch but said that he was primar-
ily “all arm.” After running a cou-
ple of functional tests on him, we
found out why. We quickly noted
that he could not balance dynam-
ically on 1 leg. Now, here was an
athlete who spends most of his
athletic time on 1 leg while power-
ing his arm to speeds of approxi-
mately 7,000 degrees per second,
yet he couldn’t balance dynami-
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Table 1
Sample Strength-Training Program

Length of Exercise
Strength-training training Sets of repetitions

phase and exercises phase (weeks) exercise per set Comments

General strength 3–4
Stability ball (SB) warm-up 1 5–8 minutes Use various sequences
1-leg medial rotational jump 3 5 per leg alternate legs
1-arm snatches 3 5 At ~75% of 1RM; focus

on speed and power
output

Dumbbell (DB)-weighted lunges 3 8–10 per leg Stabilize deceleration
SB/DB alternating chest presses 3 8–10 ~50% of 1RM with mobility
Alternating DB shoulder 3 8–10 ~75% of 1 RM

presses (standing)
Standing, alternating band 3 8–10 At high intensity, with

rowing good hip movement
Band Rotations (PNF pattern) 3 10 Proceed to speed work
1-leg posterior two-arm 3 1 (15–20 seconds) Add rotational 

reach component to reach

Special strength 6–7
Medicine ball (MB) warm-up 5 5 Various overhead throws;

use 2- to 3-k ball
1-leg rotational box jumps 3 5 Land as erect as possible;

24-in.-tall box
1-leg, 1-arm DB snatch 3 5 Speed work at 30% of 1

RM; use contralateral
arm and leg

Speed back squat 3 6 Break parallel; use
60–70% of 1RM

SB push-up 3 6 Use hands on ball;
progress to rotational
movement and to use of
only 1 arm

Alternating dumbbell uprights 3 6 Emphasize shoulder rota-
tion and speed

Rope/bar pull-up 3 6 Use various grip positions
1-leg anterior reach with 3 10 Progress to speed work

contralateral arm
1-leg weighted-rope skipping 4 25 per leg Light-to-heavy rope (~2–5

lbs), or use weighted vest

Specific strength 6–7
Body blade warm-up 1 5–8 minutes Various 1-arm protocols
Long jump with 1-leg landing 3 5 Jump off with both legs,

land and stabilize on 1
foot

Back PNF, 1-arm toss, with 3 5 4-lb ball; progress to
power ball; 1-leg release

Reaching, triplanar lunge 3 6 6 front, 6 lateral, and 6
posterior diagonal is 1
set; repeat sequence a
total of 3 times per leg

Stabilization push-up with 3 6 Progress to speed work
weighted vest and on to a medicine ball

Alternating DB curls and presses 3 6 per arm Emphasize shoulder and
hip rotation



needed and also increased his
functional strength tremendously.
Since his body was used in an in-
tegrated manner, skill acquisition
was a natural adaptation. Neuro-
muscular efficiency and core sta-
bilization were also addressed by
virtue of the functional approach. 

I have become a believer in
augmenting functional strength,
at times even at the expense of
general strength. We have test-dri-
ven purely functional strength
programs for as long as 12 weeks.
The differences in our athletes’

performances have been remark-
able, without significant losses in
absolute strength. However, I do
not believe that a purely function-
al program is always the answer.
Regardless of the athletic level or
training setting, an integrated
training approach is the best
method of improving athletic per-
formance and developing strength
that the athlete can use. ▲
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Table 1
Continued

1-leg alternating rotational 3 6 Emphasize hip rotation 
band pulls and speed

Band rotations (PNF) 3 8 Rotate from top to bottom
and from bottom to top

Resisted 1-leg 360° hops 3 30–60 seconds Progress at 10 seconds’
duration per rep each
week

Triple threats on medicine balls 3 5–15 Exercises are bridge, leg
curl, and hip lift

Weighted ball tosses 3–4 10 Use 300-g ball; progress
from <1 RM to 1RM

DB = dumbbell; SB = stability ball (65 cm); PNF = Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitator; MB = medicine
ball (2–3 kg).


